The Wave Equation
in a Half-Space.
Exact Boundary
Cond|t|ons. We consider:
(2.1) _=c2v2_+/, t>0, ==(=l,_)eC0,oo)x_ -1, We suppose, for some L, $ > 0, that jr -g = 0 and c -1 for zt >_ L -&.
Let fi(zt, k, s) be the Fourier-Laplace transform of u with respect to y and _. Then it is easily shown (e.g. [11] ) that ,i satisfies the exact boundary condition at Zl = £: As shown in the appendix,
We take R to be a rational function of degree (p,p + I), that is, 
QCz)'
The approximate condition may be directly localised in time by applying the operator _'-*Q(Ikl-10/_)_. However, this leads to differential operators of high order as p is increased. To develop a more convenient framework for implementation, we make the additional assumption that the roots of Q are distinct.
Then, R has a partial fraction expansion: _+1 (2.9) R(_)= _ z= p_" 
The advantage of this formulation is clear: the order is increased simply by increasing the number of terms in the sum. From the point of view of code development, this is very convenient.
We note that the conditions above are still nonlocal in space. For periodic problems this is no obstacle, as FFT's can be used. However, the V 2 (2.15) (_ -'_Vt_.) ', = -7, .u_'"
We would like to impose such a locality condition on R(z), but it will be shown later that such approximations cannot lead to good error estimates uniformly in time or in tangential wave number.
In what follows, we will view
as an approximation to IC(t). For reference we note that (2.9) corresponds to: The solution of this problem would provide us with optimal approximations to convolutions via the solution of differential equations. We note that for bounded intervals and sums excluding trigonometric terms (i.e. 
The simplest example is the trapezoid rule:
After Laplace transformation we find that: Here 7 > 0 is fixed and c0(T) depends on 7 but is independent of the boundary condition.
Dividing through by Ikl we see that our problem is reduced to the estimation of:
Noting the form of R(z), and recalling the choiceof branch for the roots, we see that the Q isbounded as z --_oc independent of q. Therefore,by the maximum principle, we can restrict attentionto the imaginary axis, 
1-IR(OI= 1
To bound thiswe note:
For q ----2p, even, we have: 
Hence, for some constant, c, independent of q: 
Here, the cj are constants independent of t and q. Then we have:
Substitutingthisinto (2.29)and using (2.46)we finally obtain,for some _(T) independent of q:
We have shown, then, that the trapezoid rule produces a one-half order approximation to the true solution in the sense that the error decays at least as the square root of the reciprocal of the number of terms in the boundary condition.
A moreaccurate formulais obtained throughthe application of the Gaussian quadrature rule associated with the weight V_ -w=:
This approximation is discussed in [15] . Remarkably, it is shown to be equivalent to the stable Pad6 approximants introduced by Engquist and M aj da [7, 8] . The stability of this approximation is well-known.
To estimate the stability constant, we repeat the analysis given above for the trapezoid approximation.
As in that case, we must estimate (1 -IRCi)D -t. We find:
We also have:
(2.53)
Hence we conclude: 
Then: 
Genera]|zat
|ons.
3.1. An|sotrop|c Problems. The approximations discussed above
are also applicableto problems with anisotropicwave propagation. As a first example, considerthe convectivewave equation with subsonic convection:
We normalize so that _"_zw_ = 1, 0 _< M < 1. To formulate the exact boundary condition, we seek solutions of the form: 
The approximate condition is local in space under the same conditions for locality in the isotropic case, that is (2.13). Then we have: We are confident that issues of consistency and convergence for these approximations could be handled as in the isotropic case, but we have not yet carried out the details. Below we see that the same operators appear in boundary conditions for the linearised compressible Euler and Navier-Stokes systems.
Appl|cat|ons to Fluid Dynamics.
We now consider the compressible Euler equations linearised about a uniform flow in two space dimensions: The exact outflow boundary conditionisthen given by:
The exact inflow conditions are given by: The approximate conditions are local in space under the same conditions for locality in the scalar case, that is (2.13).
In particular, if we use the Engquist-Majda-Padd-Gaussian approximation, (2.51), we have, at outflow:
The inflow conditionsbecome: boundaries. However, it seems that the expansion must be carried out to order greater than 4q to produce the q required conditions. We have tried to do this symbolically, but so far have succeeded only for q <_ 2.
Problem C: Derive corner compatibility relations
for local approximate boundary conditions for anisotropic systems. We also note that the theory of exact conditions and nonlocal approx- Then, _z satisfies (3.7), and for the approximate local boundary condition we ir_ediately observethat &(_) is rational and, therefore, (3.54) may be localised in time.
(The fact that the exact boundary condition can be localized in time for a finite number of spherical harmonics is also noted by Grote and Keller [10] .) What has not been accomplished so 
A. Derivation of Equation (2.4).
Our goal is to compute a useful representation of the inverse Laplace transform of:
CA.1) £(a) --(,*a -I-1) z/' -a.
Although the inverse is available in standard tables, its importance to our work suggests the inclusion of a direct verification.
Following the ideas given in [5, Ch. 38], we will derive a simple differential equation satisfied by/C(t). We first note that/C satisfies a first order That is,/C(t) satisfies the differential equation: 
